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ABSTRACT 
The following result is proved: If A and B are distinct n x n doubly stochastic 
matrices, then there exists a permutation u of { 1,2,. . . , n} such that II,u,,~,~ > II&,,(,). 
A real n X n matrix A = (a,) is called nonnegative if all the entries aii are 
nonnegative. A nonnegative matrix A is called doubly stochastic if its column 
totals and row totals are unity. We will denote by Q2, the set of all doubly 
stochastic n x n matrices, and by J, the n x n matrix all of whose entries are 
l/n. A nonnegative matrix A is said to have doubly stochastic pattern if 
there exists a doubly stochastic matrix D = (cl,,) such that aii = 0 iff dii = 0. Let 
S,, denote the set of all permutations of { 1,2,. . . ,n}. If u E S,,, then the set 
{a la(l)~%o(2)~ * * 4w(“)~ is called a diagonal and IIiaMcij a diagonal product of 
A. 
We will first prove the following lemma, which slightly generalizes a 
known result in [6]. Also, it is very closely related to a theorem of Menon [3] 
and a theorem of Brualdi, Parter, and Schneider (Theorem 6.1) in [l]. The 
method of proof used here is different. 
LEMMA. Let A, B be nonnegative m X n matrices such that : 
(i) A = D,BD,, where D,, D, are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal 
entries. 
(ii) A - B has row totals and column totals zero. 
Then A=B. 
Proof. Let D, = diag( xl, x, ,..., x,) and D,=diag( yr,ys ,..., y,). Let C= 
(cii)=(x,yi), i=l,2 ,..., m; /=1,2 ,..., n. Since the xi’s and yi’s are positive, it 
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follows that for any two rows R and R ’ of C, either R <R ’ or R ’ <R 
(coordinatewise). Thus, there is a row which weakly dominates all the other 
rows. Similarly there is a column which is weakly dominated by all the other 
columns. Without loss of generality let them be the first row and the first 
column. We therefore have xi yi <xi yi for all i and xi yi Zxiyl for all i. By 
assumption a,/ = $xiqi for all i,i. In case xi y1 Q 1, then ai, = bilxiyl <bi,x, yi 
<b,, for all i, and further Eiai, =Z,b,,. Thus the first columns of A and B 
coincide. If x1 y1 > 1, by a similar argument the first rows of A and B 
coincide. The conditions of the Lemma still hold when the first row or 
column is deleted, whichever coincides in A and B. By an elementary 
induction the Lemma follows. n 
THEOREM. Let A and B be distinct doubly stochastic matrices. Then 
there exists a (I E S,, such that IIiawCij > II,bi+). 
Proof. Suppose if possible that 
If aia(i) < v b,(i) for all to E S,. 
Since any positive entry of a doubly stochastic matrix lies on a positive 
diagonal, we have aii = 0 whenever bii = 0. Let 
log aii - log bii if 
cij = 
aii # 0, 
-N if aii=o, 
where N is a large positive number chosen to satisfy the following condition: 
If u,Of?Sn, IIia,(,)>O, IIiaieCij=O, then Xi~ia(i)>C,~iB(i). Since S, has only 
finitely many elements, this is clearly possible. 
As in [4], consider the linear programming problem: maximize Z,E:ipiic,i 
subject to P = ( pi,) E ii,,, and its dual: minimize Z iui + Zivj subject to Us + 4 
> q, for all i, i. Both problems are clearly feasible, and hence by the duality 
theorem they have optimal solutions. Let u:, u:, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, be a solution 
to the dual problem. Then 
ui* + vi* z cii for all i, i 
and 
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By the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem, 
s% 22 ZZ Piicii= zy C G(i)* 
“i j n i 
By our choice of iV and by (I), 
max z Cb(i) G 0. 
OES, i 
Hence 
Let xi=e** and yi=e*:, i=I,2 ,..., n. Then xiyi>ecq for all i,j and 
IT xi yi < 1. 
i 
Since e cq = ait/ bii if aii > 0, we have 
aii < xi yr bii if aii >O. 
If aii = 0, then aii < xi yi bit trivially holds. Hence 
From (3), 
aii < xi yi bii for all i, j. 
f: % <xii, i=1,2 ,..., n. 
I 
By the generalized arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality, 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4 
( 1 
=v 
x,>IT 1 , 
i Yj 
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and therefore 
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Hence 
rJ xiyi > 1. 
i 
(5) 
Combining (2) and (5), lTixiyi = 1. Th is implies that equality must hold in (4) 
for each i, and further, uii = x,y& for all i, j. Therefore A = D,BD,, where 
D, = diag( x1, . . . , x,,} and D,=diag{ yi,..., y,}. Now by Lemma 1 it follows 
that A = B, a contradiction. This completes the proof. q 
The analogous statement for diagonal sums follows rather easily. Let 
A,BEL?, and suppose that X:ia,(,j6Xc,b,(,j for all a~&. Since Z,X:,u,,,,,,= 
KlW,,*, = n!, we have Era,(,) = Z i b,(,) for all u E S,. By direct computa- 
tion, it is easily seen that air = brr + xi + yi for some x,, yr. Since A and B are 
doubly stochastic, X, = 0 and y, = 0 for all i and hence A = B. 
It is an easy consequence of the theorem that any doubly stochastic 
matrix A other than 1, has diagonals u and r such that &a,(,) > (l/n)” and 
lIr~~T(,j < (l/n)“. The first half of this statement is contained in [2]. 
It is to be remarked that we essentially use the fact that A and B are 
doubly stochastic. At best we can generalize the theorem trivially to the case 
where all the row totals and column totals in A and B are identically a 
constant a and A and B > 0. For example, the theorem is not true in general 
for the case A, B > 0 where A - B has zero row totals and zero column totals. 
The following is a counterexample: 
Saunders and Schneider [5] use the Gordon-Stiemke theorem to prove 
several theorems on multiplicative scaling of matrices. Since Stiemke’s 
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theorem is closely related to the duality theorem of linear programming, 
which we use to prove our result, it is perhaps possible that one could find 
an alternative proof of our result using the theorems in [5]. 
We sincerely thank Professor Schneider for drawing our attention to 
several closely related earlier results in this area. We also thank him for 
suggesting possible improvements in our earlier version of the Lemma. 
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